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Nokia’s TD-SCDMA Devices Provide Consumers
with a Power Entertainment Experience
BEIJING, China, /PRNewswire-FirstCall/ -- Nokia has added two new devices to its TDSCDMA portfolio: The Nokia X5 and the Nokia C5. Customized for China Mobile,
these two new TD-SCDMA devices which include the first joint mobile application
store, the Mobile Market-Ovi Store, are another demonstration of Nokia's continued
commitment to TD-SCDMA as a major standard in China.
The Nokia X5 and C5 will debut at the World Expo Shanghai 2010, where consumers
can test the Nokia TD-SCDMA devices powerful entertainment features and rich
internet experience in the China Mobile Expo area.
With these devices, users can connect to the internet through China Mobiles highspeed 3G (TD-SCDMA) network as well as enjoy preloaded applications such as
CMCC Music, Mobile Video, Fetion IM, and the Mobile Market-Ovi Store.
"Nokia is boosting its leadership in the TD-SCDMA market by strengthening its TDSCDMA portfolio with products that appeal to a wide range of customers at a range
of price points. After the milestone collaboration with China Mobile on the Mobile
Market-Ovi Store, we also continue to offer new and stylish devices to satisfy our
consumers," said Chris Leong, Senior Vice President, Greater China, Korea & Japan.
"We are also very excited to become a board member of TD Forum after being
involved in the forum's activities for years. We have a long-term commitment to TDSCDMA and we take our leadership role very seriously. We will continue to drive for
TD-SCDMA technology and market development as well as evolution towards TDLTE. And thus will contribute the prosperity of TD-SCDMA in China, with both high
quality TD-SCDMA devices and rich applications and services." Leong added.
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